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,oeiety eoe,tiMed
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the Go,emmeet
of Maeip", ie 1987 cedecthe
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leeoe,tiMed
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CHIEF MINISTER
MANIPUR

MESSAGE

It gives

me immense

pleasure

to learn

that the Loktak

Development

Authority

(LOA) Manipur and Wetlands International
have brought out a Newsletter which
provides information
on the specific interventions
carried out and achievements
made for wider dissemination
to policy planners decision makers and overall
people of Manipur
Loktak

Lake,

lifeline

of Manipur

has played

a great

role in the ecological

and

economic security ofthe region of ages. The increasing pressures on the lake and
its catchments
have led to degradation
of Lake Ecosystem thereby affecting the
livelihood security of large population dependent
upon the wetland resources for
their sustenance.
The proliferation
of phumdis in the lake area and thinning of
phumdis in the Keibul Lam)ao National Park (KLNP) have reduced the capacity of
the lake to sustain biodiversity
and support
people of Manipur depend for their livelihoods.

rich fishery

resources

upon

which

I congratulate
LOA and Wetlands International
for publication
of the newsletter
which will keep all the concerned
agencies and the people informed about the
progress ofthe restoration measures undertaken to rehabilitate the lake,

(O.lbobi

Singh)
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catchment areas is being done through interpretation

of

remote sensing imageries through GIS at periodic
intervals. For this matter, imageries for 2007 and 2008
have been procured from National Remote Sensing
Agency. The authority is also working with WISA to
develop a results based monitoring and evaluation
protocol for long term planning and management.

Water Management
Removal of phumdis from Loktak & Pumlen
Removal of phumdis has been the focus of
implementation

of water management

Chief Minister handing over compensation

component.

has adopted a three pronged intervention

LDA

strategy, ie.

a) removal of athaphums from the central sector of

to purchase boats and nets. The owners also enter into
a commitment

with the LDA not to enter into this illegal

activity again. Till March 2008, 3544 athaphums were

Loktak; b) flushing of phumdis using traditional

removed from the central sector of the lake leading to

approaches,
channels.

an increase in the open water area by 3.25 sq km as

and c) clearing of phumdi choked

compared to year 1999.

Athaphum Removal

Clearing phumdi choked channels of northern

Keeping in purview the socioeconomic
proliferation

of athaphums,

consultative

approach to programme

The communities

issues related to

LDA has adopted a
implementation.

were informed of the impacts of

reduced flushing and circulation inducing waterlogging
and damages to agriculture

and settlements

area. During the current year, 4 channels

meetings, generating a consensus on their removal.

(Kokngangpung
mechanical

within the

Khong, Phigei Loukon khong, Hayen

khong, Langban Hiramkhong

) were cleared using

dredgers, creating better flow conditions

and reducing waterlogging

in nearby villages.

meeting with athaphum fishers

J
Clearing channels

Area specific athaphum committees were constituted
involving the village elders, athaphum fishers, youth
clubs, Meira Paibis and representatives of the

Traditionally,

panchayats. Baseline information

them into small pieces and flushing through the

on ownership and

Flushing phumdis using traditional techniques
communities

managed phumdis by cutting

location of athaphums was developed by the Authority
in consultation with the committees and field surveys.

Khordak and Ungamel channels down the Manipur

The phum enclosures were then cut by the LDA officials

has successfully

and the owners, with the cut pieces dragged onto the

phumdis this year from Loktak and Pumlen.

shore and removed using excavators, to be used for

phumdis is done in consultation

composting

and other purposes.

To compensate

against the loss of livelihoods

River. Drawing on the experiences

of communities,

LDA

flushed 1.89 million cubic meter of
Flushing of

with NHPC which

regulates the gates of Ithai barrage. The activity is
and as

an incentive for adopting sustainable fisheries, each of
the owners has been provided with financial assistance

Loktak I 12

j.,

sector of the lake is one of the primary reasons of

athaphum fishing through a series of consultation

Consultation

sector

Choking of the feeder channels within the northern

carried out during monsoon in phases, wherein
benefiting from higher lake levels as compared to river
channel, the cut phumdis are flushed out to the river
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